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Civilization and Interdependent Specialists:
Cooperative Systems, Symbioses, Moral
Syndromes, and a Sense of Wholeness
R o s s R. M a x w e l l

Introduction
What is civilization? It is an open secret that after 30 years
the members of the International Society for the Comparative
Study of Civilizations still cannot agree on a common definition
of civilization. We even debate whether the term should be used
in the singular (civilization) or plural (civilizations).1 Over the
years, there have been a number of different approaches to, definitions of, and subsequent analysis of civilization, with each
approach pointing to some different aspect. I suggest, there is,
however, one seemingly minor trait about which all theorists can
agree, namely that a civilization contains specialists with different skills and roles. I propose that this easily overlooked fact is
the key to understanding civilization. Moreover, I propose that a
focus on specialization will integrate the various other approaches, allowing us to see the various aspects of civilization as part of
a whole.
To begin at the beginning — three observations. First, specialists are inherently interdependent. For example, a full-time
toolmaker is dependent on food producers (or food foragers) for
food, while at the same time food producers are dependent on
toolmakers for those tools they cannot make themselves. This
trading relationship is an early example of directly interdependent specialists. As civilization grows, the types of interdependencies become more indirect and complex. For example, the
invention of money facilitates indirect and complex multiparty
trade.
Second, for most of human history, full-time specialists, if
they existed at all, were rare. Based on current ethnographic data
of existing hunting and gathering societies, division of labor in
these early societies was based on age and sex. Except for the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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very old and very young, everyone was involved in one way or
another in the foraging and/or preparation of food. Any non-food
specialization such as midwife, shaman, arrow maker, war leader,
etc., was part time, for they also foraged for food. With civilization, full-time specialists increased both in total numbers and in
diversity — especially in urban areas.
Third, as social beings, humans have always been interdependent, but the nature of this interdependence differs in early
societies as compared with civilization. In these early societies,
humans lived typically in smallish groups where they shared food
and defense. Again, based on current ethnographic data of existing hunting and gathering societies, food sharing was on a personal level, and successful hunting or a courageous defense (or
attack) brought personal status. Such small sharing groups differ
from early civilization, such as in Mesopotamia, where the more
instrumental and impersonal aspects of interdependence develop.
For example, the impersonal procedures used at temple granaries
for collecting and redistributing food. Or, the fact of being an
army officer in itself brought prestige; whether one was personally courageous or not. While interdependent smallish sharing
groups, such as households, continue within civilization, on top
of these have been added layers of more impersonal specialists,
such as the temple priest who redistributes the grain, or an army
officer.
This line of reasoning leads to a definition of civilization.
Civilization consists of those forms and patterns created by,
supportive of, or associated with full-time interdependent
specialists.2
Full-time, as compared to part-time, refers to how an individual makes a living. The phrase forms and patterns is a deliberately neutral term referring to all aspects of human existence.
These forms and patterns range from: the material, such as the
infrastructure of roads and buildings of a city; to the social, such
as the political system of a state; to the cultural, such as art styles
or religious ritual forms; as well as to the intra-psychic or psyhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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chological, such as whether a person has a sense of wholeness or
not.
Notice that the definition does not say that civilization consists of interdependent specialists, but rather that civilization
consists of those forms and patterns created by. supportive of.
or associated with interdependent specialists. These forms and
patterns associated with civilization include, among other things,
cities, states, and trading networks. It takes more than a handfull
of specialists to create a city or a state. For example, the vitality
of a city is, in part, created by the interaction of specialists (economic, political and cultural) that congregate there. A city is also
supportive of the creation of specialists. A city has an internal
market of sufficient size — as well as being the focal point of a
trade network — to be able to support the more rare economic
specialists. Thus, for example, while a village may support a
blacksmith, a city can support a goldsmith. Also in a city there is
the possibility of increased diversity as new niches develop of out
of the interaction of older niches, since a goldsmith might
become a banker when the local ruler or merchants need a loan.
Moreover a city, unlike a village or small town is supportive of
the survival of specialists, since it has enough people to build
walls and defend them against nomadic marauders (and the
armies of other cities).
In the proposed definition, interdependent specialists can be
viewed as the atoms, as it were, out of which civilization is created. In chemistry, atoms combine in different patterns to create
molecules so likewise, interdependent specialists collectively
form those patterns such as cities and states, etc.
From a biologist's point of view, the advent of civilization
would be called a grade change. A grade change is an evolutionary step that can happen more than once, as when both birds and
mammals separately evolved warm blooded-ness, or when various plants and animals emerged out of the sea onto dry land. The
closest biological grade change analogous for the advent of civilization is the arrival of multi-celled organisms from single-celled
organisms. Just as true multicellular organisms have full-time
specialized cells (nerve, bone, muscle, gut, etc. cells); so likePublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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wise, civilization has full-time specialized individuals (butcher,
baker, candlestick maker, and also priest, soldier and tax collector, etc.). This analogy was the initial insight for the proposed
definition of civilization.
For the rest of the paper, I will first explore the forms and patterns of interdependent specialists in early civilization. Second,
I will look at non-human biological examples of interdependent
specialists, leading to an understanding of the role of symbiosis
and cooperation in civilization. Third, this leads to an exploration
of the moral traits supporting cooperative systems and of the
interactions between different cooperative systems. Fourth, I will
investigate the relationship between the microcosm of individual
minds and psyches, and the macrocosm of cultural traits shared
by a whole civilization. The final section of the paper will explore
the implications of this approach for the study of civilizations as
a discipline, including the study of world systems.
This process will also generate, from what I suggest are fundamental principles, most of the other approaches to and definitions of civilization. It is my hope that we will see civilization
with fresh eyes: to see its complexities, dynamics, and ongoing
growth.
Interdependent Specialists and Early Civilization
One way to reduce the complexity associated with civilization, so that we can think about it clearly, is to start with the simpler early civilizations. The pre-historian V. Gordon Childe developed a list of ten traits associated with civilization — traits useful to archeologists attempting to determine whether a set of ruins
was a civilization or not.3 All ten traits are forms and patterns
associated with, supportive of or created by interdependent specialists.
Of the ten traits, Childe's reference to specialization, as such,
is to full-time craft specialists. By full-time, he meant that they
were freed from subsistence tasks. These craft specialists were
economically interdependent with food producers — with both
part of an economic system, where they directly or indirectly
trade with each other either via a market or some type of
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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exchange system.
Another civilization trait, according to Childe, is a state — a
politically organized society based on territorial principles.
These early states included non-economic specialist roles such as
a king, priests, tax collectors and solders.4 These specialized roles
are dependent on the craft specialists and food producers for food
and goods, which they acquire not by trading but via taxes, rents,
tithes, or tribute. In return, these craft specialists and food producers are dependent on the king and his supporters for protection and order. The imposition of taxes, rents, and tithes leads a
concentration of surpluses in the hands of the elite. Such an
arrangement, of course, is subject to abuse, if those in the hierarchy take advantage of their power.
Childe's other traits of civilization support specialization and
interdependence. Cities are locations where specialists congregate and interact, and provide a large enough market for the more
rare specialties. Cities have buildings, streets, defensive walls and
water systems needed to maintain the greater populations
required to support some types of specialists. Cities are also focal
points for long distance trade — increasing the interdependence
of specialists in different regions.
For these ancient civilizations, new technologies and sciences had major impacts in terms of fostering new types of specialization and interdependence. A writing system provides a key
tool for accounting, needed for a more complex economic
exchange or trading system. Writing also allows the controlling
hierarchy of a state to grow in size and complexity, and hence to
increase the number and types specialist roles within its structure,
such as scribes and bureaucrats. 5 Three traits Childe lumped
together, arithmetic, geometry and astronomy, aside from themselves being learned by specialists in these early civilizations, are
supportive of the increasing abstract types of interdependencies.
Arithmetic is required for the accounting of the economic
exchange system. Geometry helps surveyors lay out land parcels
and irrigation systems. Astronomy, at least in the early civilizations, helps link the religious system with the cosmos, and thus
reinforces the legitimacy of the hierarchy and its elite specialist
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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roles. Metallurgy (an eleventh trait on many lists though not on
Childe's list), is not just a specialty in itself, but fosters new types
of tools, ornaments and weapons, each leading to yet other types
of specialists.6
Two of Childe's remaining traits, monumental public works,
and class-stratified society, are associated with the control hierarchy of the state, with its set of specialized roles. For the last
trait, naturalistic art, it is not clear exactly how Childe saw it as
different in a civilization as in a non-civilization. Maybe it is simply that in civilizations art is created by full-time specialists, who
have the time to perfect their craft.
Interdependent Specialists and Ecosystems
Organisms within an ecosystem make their living in a niche,
and they specialize so as to take the best advantage of this niche.
The world historian, William McNeill, described humans as
expanding their niche — this is the big story.7 As highly social
generalists with culture and technology, we humans have expanded our range by learning to live in new niches. In this sense, civilization can be viewed as a new interdependent-specialist niche.
Or rather, niches, since as specialists, humans collectively within
a civilization are able to exploit multiple niches and then trade
with each other what they have gained in their respective niches.
Prior to civilization there were in the world at least 10,000
different and essentially self-sufficient societies, each specialized
to make a living in one or a few different ecosystems.8 For example, Eskimo culture specialized for life in the Arctic and Apache
culture for life in a desert, etc. In contrast, as civilization grows
and interdependent specialists trade with each other, self-sufficiency increasingly disappears, starting with the urban areas.
From an ecological point of view, the other components of civilization — cities, states, writing, religions, etc — are necessary to
support this economic specialization of individuals. Group specialization does not disappear, with households, guilds, castes,
companies and corporations specializing within a larger and
more diverse society. While the individuals comprising such a
group may or may not be specialized with respect to the other
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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members, they are specialized with respect to the larger society.
The anthropologist E. Service speculated that chiefdoms (a
potentially important step in developing the hierarchy of a state)
originated when the chief became the coordinator of trade
between different villages, which had specialized, to some degree
or other, for different ecosystems, such as fishermen trading with
farmers."
Symbiosis and Cooperation. Organisms in a niche may compete with other organisms, but they also can cooperate. By cooperating organisms can potentially expand their niche or even open
up new niches. Since the cooperative arrangements allow the
individuals involved to do together what they cannot do alone,
some biological and human systems based on cooperation have
remarkable stability and longevity.
There are two basic types of biological cooperation: social
cooperation within a species (such as wolves as a group hunting
animals much larger than themselves), and symbiotic cooperation
between species. An example of a biological symbiosis (or a
mutualism) is lichen, a fungi and algae symbiosis.10 The algae
using photosynthesis provides the organic nutrients, and the fungi
both provides the protective enclosure to keep the algae from drying out and extracts mineral nutrients from rock. Together the two
organisms, the fungi and algae can live on a bare rock, where neither could live alone. This type of symbiosis has existed for hundreds of millions of years.
Trade: A Biological Breakthrough. Biological symbioses all
involve two organisms physically touching at some point. For
metabolic-enhancing symbioses, the two symbiotic partners must
be in a sustained close contact, such as: the fungi and algae of
lichen, mycorrhizal fungi with tree roots, cellulose digesting protozoa in guts of termites and cows, and nitrogen fixation bacteria
nodules on legumes. Examples of symbioses with more fleeting
contact are: insects pollinating plants, animals dispersing plant
seeds, and cleaner fish and shrimp.
Trade is a biological breakthrough — a symbiosis where the
two cooperating specialized partners can operate at a distance.
In contrast to biological metabolic-enhancing symbiotic partners
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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that must be physically touching, with trade, metabolism can be
enhanced when one symbiotic partner carries food stuffs grown,
raised or caught in one location to another location. Or even more
flexible, a third-party trader can act as a go-between, and so there
is no direct contact between the two (or more) symbiotic partners.
That is, trade is a symbiosis at a distance. Also trade is flexible
— not limited to the genetically-fixed exchanges of biological
symbionts. Thus with trade a person need not have to take what
is immediately available, but can trade for what is distant and different.
Trade preceded civilization and combined with technology
and social cooperation provided humans with a powerful competitive advantage over other animals. This advantage increases
dramatically with the advent of cities, which are locations that
minimize transportation and communication cost associated with
trade, that maximize possible markets for specialists, and where
merchants reside who act as middle parties to trading transaction
and for long distance trade.
Interdependent Specialists and Cooperative Systems
Interdependent individuals both form and are supported by
cooperative systems, of which there are three major categories.
Trading Cooperative Systems. When viewing the competitive
nature of the individuals and firms in an economy, we tend to forget the cooperative nature of each trading act. A trade is a symbiosis in which each partner benefits — they can do together
what they cannot do alone. While at the same time each partner
is attempting to make the best deal they can — to mutually
exploit each other. Trade is a cooperative act, and a trading system should be viewed as a cooperative system.
Guardian Cooperative Systems. A major cooperative system
in civilization, aside from trade, is what Jane Jacobs, following
Plato, called the guardians." The function of a guardian structure
is to defend and order a territory or a society, for example an
army, government or formal religion. Although we do not usually think of them as such, these guardian structures are cooperative structures, because for them to be effective, the various syshttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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tem components need to cooperate — to work together.
To put this within the context of the main theme of this
paper: individual guardians have specialist roles (police, soldier,
lieutentant, priest, bureaucrat, etc.). Participants in these roles
gain their effectiveness by being part of a larger structure or system, and thus they are interdependent with each other for the
maintenance of this structure or system.
I propose that once a society reaches a certain size, that the
only effective structure for guardian work is hierarchical —
either a social-type hierarchy of leaders and followers forming an
organization, such as an army or government; or an idealism
where people place an ideal in a position of authority, such as
with environmentalists. Louis Mumford describing the pyramid
builders points to the advantages and power of social hierarchical organization, what he calls the Megamachine. Henri
Frankfort documents the importance of ideals in the earliest civilizations. For example, the "Pharaoh does not act arbitrarily. He
maintains an established order (of which justice is an essential
element) against the onslaught of the powers of chaos."12 Note
that both the social hierarchy and idealistic elements of the
guardian function were present in this early civilization.
Sharing Cooperative Systems. The oldest human cooperative
systems, pre-dating civilization, involved sharing. While members of a sharing cooperative system are interdependent, unlike a
trading or guardian system, they need not be specialized. The evidence suggests three types of sharing systems, evolving at different times with different functions and characteristics. In a civilization these sharing systems provide a balance to the more
instrumental and impersonal trading and guardian systems.
• Parental Care Taking Sharing System. The first and most
ancient sharing system is that of a parent, most often the
mother, taking care of her offspring. This sharing system
evolved hundreds of millions of years ago, and is used by all
mammals as an efficient way to raise the next generation.
The offspring are absolutely dependent on their parent's
giving - it is the offspring's system of survival. In contrast to
trade, where the trading partners exchange something of
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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comparable worth, the exchange between parent and
offspring is non-reciprocal and offset by one generation. The
child will, hopefully repeat the parenting with its children. In
ecological terms, sharing by a parent is an inter-generational
symbiosis. The child receives nurturing and the parents'
genes live on in the next generation.
We have biological mechanisms supporting this sharing
system, as shown when the dependent one instinctively
expresses its need, such as a baby crying (or a begging gesture), and the caretaker responds by giving. Associated with
the parent-child relationship, for most mammals at least, are
strong emotional attachments.
• Group Defense and Foraging Sharing System. The second
sharing system is that of group defense and group foraging.
Individuals risk their lives to defend the group — that is they
share the risk. Individuals call out if they have discovered a
rich food source to share with the group. For a primate group
living in a forest such calls makes the foraging exploration
more efficient. Some social animals such as lions, wolves —
and presumably our early ancestors — engaged in group
hunting or scavenging.
For humans such group sharing systems evolved a strong
sense of group solidarity. Since we depend upon the group
for survival, there is, I suggest, a strong biological selection
process favoring solidarity. Witness how quickly people's
attitudes change, and respond to the call for arms, if a group
or nation is truly threatened. This suggests that the ingroup/out-group sense is deep in our biology. Humans, with
all our cultural differences, have many ways to distinguish
in-groups from out groups. Politicians often use the threat of
some outside group to foster a sense of unity, at a time when
there is internal conflict and their leadership position is
threatened. This call for unity message is reinforced by sharing metaphors. 'Don't rock the boat.' 'We are all in this
together.'
• Inter-family Sharing System. The third sharing system
(sometimes called mutual aid or mutual support) developed
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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as sharing between families. In foraging societies, if one forager is luckier than the others, then he or she shares with the
other families. In hunting societies this sharing follows a traditional formula as to who gets which part of the animal.
Also, for the weakest non-productive members of the community the families may share just enough to keep them from
starving.13 Sharing fosters a sense of trust in the community,
and so enhances the cooperative sharing system.
Cooperative Systems Symbiotic Relationship. The three
cooperative systems — sharing, trading and guardians — are in a
symbiotic relationship with each other. Each fills a vital function,
which they cannot do alone. The guardians need the trading system for wealth they can tax. The trading system needs the
guardians for protection and regulation of trade, such as honest
weights and measures. The guardian system is dependent on the
sharing system to create solidarity. Unity and group solidarity is
something the guardian leaders cannot order; rather, they must
attempt to evoke a sense of community, of shared-ness.
Another way to view this symbiosis is that in civilization, it
is not just individuals and economic units (firms, households,
etc.) that specialize and become interdependent, but also different
types of cooperative systems specialize and become interdependent.
Cooperative Systems and Moral Syndromes
This section summarizes the interplay between the various
cooperative systems that interdependent specialists form, and the
moral systems associated with these cooperative systems.
1. The terms, 'morals' and 'morality' have become so
connected with parental and religious values and authority, or
with conservative and the right wing law-and-order rhetoric,
that we may have trouble seeing moral behavior clearly. For
the purpose of this paper, I define morality as what a society
considers right and wrong, good and bad behavior, or praiseworthy and evil. Morality, in this sense, concerns how a
person ought to behave, and deals with codes of conduct and
acceptable behavior. A finding of this paper is that in order to
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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understand morality, we need to understand that moral
behavior is associated with supporting, enhancing or protecting some cooperative system. Any judgment I make in this
paper, as to the worth of a particular moral trait, deals with its
practical results — its impact on real human systems.
2. In general, interdependent
specialists make a living
either as part of a trading cooperative system or a guardian
cooperative system. Since individuals depend to some degree
or other on them to make a living, there is a powerful incentive to maintain the cooperative system intact.
3. A third type of cooperative system originated prior to civilization in a sharing group or community, belonging to a
group brings benefits that a person can not realize alone.
Maintenance of a group depends upon some minimal level of
harmony, and the responsibility to maintain harmony is not a
specialized task, but falls on everyone.
4. The three major cooperative systems each have an associated
set of beneficial moral traits that work together to foster the
cooperative system. Jane Jacobs calls such a set of moral
traits, a moral syndrome. In her exploration of the work
world, she identified some moral traits that were universally
considered virtues. These include: cooperation, which she
calls the master virtue, plus 'courage, moderation, mercy,
common sense, foresight, judgment, competence, perseverance, faith, energy, patience, and wisdom.'14 She also
identified several personal virtues esteemed in the work
world as 'good personal character — responsibility, capacity
to resist harmful temptations, compassion, and courage'.15
The two sets of irreconcilable moral traits, what she called
the commercial and guardian moral syndromes are shown on
Table 1.
•
Commercial (Trading) Moral Syndrome. The function
of the commercial moral syndrome is to develop and maintain trading relationships. Whether a trade occurs or not provides a very clear feedback mechanism. Trade is so beneficial, that the loss of a trading relationship provides a quick
and powerful stimulus prodding the person to think how to
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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regain it or how to develop a new trading relationship. Thus,
those traits that foster or hinder trade, will over time become
known and established in the trading culture. Both parties of
a trade need to trust each other; hence the admonition to
"Shun force," to "Come to voluntary agreements," to "Be
honest," to "Respect contracts," and to "Collaborate easily
with strangers and aliens." Trades do not fall out of the sky;
Table 1 — GUARDIAN
SYNDROMES

AND COMMERCIAL

CLUSTERED

MORAL

INTO OPPOSITE

GUARDIAN
Protects territory and society requires loyalty to more than kin

TRAITS

COMMERCIAL
Protects and enhaces trade requires trust

Shun trading

Come to voluntary agreements

Exert prowess
Take vengeance

Shun force

Be loyal
Deceive for the sake of the task
Treasure honor

Be honest

Adhere to tradition

Be open to inventiveness & novelty
Use initiative & enterprise

Be obedient & disiplined
Be loyal

Dissent for the sake of the task

Be exclusive
Be loyal

Collaborate easily with strangers & aliens

Respect hierarchy

Respect contracts
Compete

Make rich use of leisure

Be industrious
Be efficient

Be ostentatious

Be thrifty

Dispense largesse

Invest for productive purposes

Show fortitude

Promote comfort & convenience

Be fatalistic

Be optimistic

Source: Jane Jacobs, Systems of Survival. The traits were reordered into sets of opposites in telelphone
conversation with Jane Jacobs, 6/4/1996.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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so, the parties need to work, to "Be industrious" and to
"Compete," and at times to innovate, to "Be open to inventiveness and novelty," and to "Dissent for the sake of the
task," all in order to provide something worth trading. And
among other things, "Comfort and convenience" are worth
trading for. In order to prepare for trades, the parties need to
"Be thrifty, Be efficient," and "Invest for
productive
purposes."
To say that business trading activities value honesty may
strike some as questionable, given the perceived slipperiness
and greed of the business world. Buyers beware — especially for single trade situations. Nevertheless, all trading
requires a level of trust. Witness the gyrations the dot.com
world is going through in order to make people feel safe with
on-line transactions. Our civilization depends upon huge and
complex networks of trading that are based on a climate of
trust so fundamental that we tend to forget its pervasiveness.
Guardian Moral Syndrome. For the guardian moral syn•
drome, as compared to the trading moral syndrome, the feedback mechanism is much slower and less direct. The
ultimate feedback mechanism is whether the society survives
or not. This Darwinian selection process will, over time,
evolve societies that know how to defend themselves, and
defend the territory they depend upon.16 Survival of a society
and defense of territory requires the guardians to be effective
and willing to sacrifice self, hence the moral syndrome traits
of: "Exert prowess, Be obedient/disciplined, Be exclusive, Be
loyal, Respect hierarchy, Take vengeance, Deceive for the
sake of the task, Show fortitude, and Be fatalistic." Also "Not
trading" is needed so the guardian does not fail in his or her
duty by selling out.
However, true life-threatening situations, at least for
most civilized societies, do not occur often enough to provide
continuous feedback to maintain the guardian moral
syndrome. Thus, I suggest that on a day-to-day basis each
society must rely on memory, tradition and imagined possible threats to judge the worth of their guardian1 s work
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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and morals, hence, "Adhere to tradition."
Some guardian moral syndrome traits work to gain the
respect of both the governed and of any rivals. So, I suggest
that the guardian moral syndrome traits of: "Respect
hierarchy, Be loyal, Be ostentatious, Dispense largesse,
Treasure honor," and "Make rich use of leisure,"all function
to increase status, respect and authority in non-threatening
situations. In threatening situations, the very defense of
society provides the needed status, respect and authority.
A whistle blower is, I suggest, caught between these two
aspects of the Guardian Moral Syndrome: defense of society
and respecting the hierarchy. Society applauds the whistle
blower's courage to tell the truth, but those within the institutionalized hierarchy feel compelled to take vengeance on
the whistle blower for being disloyal, not respecting the hierarchy, and besmirching the good name of the guardian institution.17
.
• Sharing Moral Syndrome. Jane Jacobs focused on the
two major moral syndromes of the civilized work world: the
commercial and the guardian. Both involve interdependent
specialists. However, a full understanding of the moral
dynamics of civilization also requires an understanding of the
sharing system. Of the three types of sharing systems, I suggest, the dynamic of inter-familial sharing and mutual support organizes a sharing moral syndrome (see Table 2). The
traits, I hypothesize, existed for earlier, small, pre-civilized
societies, and are still applicable for sharing groups and
commnities today.
The inter-familial sharing system is, I suggest, strongly
egalitarian. In contrast, the family sharing system is not
egalitarian — there is a strong division between the dependent one and the supplier. Also a group defense system may
or may not be egalitarian. The larger a group of warriors, the
stronger the war leader needs to be, if they are to be effective.
This potentially can lead to a hierarchical system. I also suggest that any hierarchical sharing system within a civilization
is a mixture. A monastery is a mixture of the sharing ethos
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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Table 2 - INTER-FAMILY SHARING AND MUTUALSUPPORT-SYSTEM
MORAL
SYNDROME
The function of the moral syndrome, the self-organizing set of
moral traits, is to build trust in the community so that people will
provide mutual support when needed.
Personal relations matter - (In contrast to the importance of the impersonal
forces of guardian sector power or trading sector market forces)
Seek harmony in group
Avoid strife
Will deceive (and hide feelings) for the sake of group harmony
Promote connections by gifts
Share fairly - (The definition of a fair share is traditionally defined.)
Strong in-group/out-group sense
Distrust strangers
Group solidarity
Loyalty to the group
Consensus de'cision making - (Leadership via persuasion and innate authority, not an exercise of coercive power. A person who seeks power may be
shunned.)
Egalitarian - (Extant hunting societies are strongly egalitarian and presumably so were Paleolithic hunting and gathering societies. One gave away
one's possessions to avoid jealousy. That is, it is OK to seek status by being
an accomplished hunter, but not to be greedy by accumulating possessions,
or to take more than one's fair share of a kill.)

and a guardian system. A cult with a charismatic leader has
the psychological dynamic of a family, writ large.
Maintenance of the sharing group is absolutely essential
for the sharing system to survive, hence the traits: "Seek
harmony in group, Avoid strife, Will deceive (and hide
feelings) for the sake of group harmony" and "Promote connections with gifts." Any person who abuses the sharing system will cause the others to be reluctant to share, hence,
"Share fairly." In simple societies, any individual who takes,
but never gives, will be shamed by the others, and in really
flagrant cases either ostracized or shunned. Those individual, who through force and intimidation continually demand
first choice, if shaming or shunning does not work, may be
killed or banished.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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Families with poor luck or hard times need sharing to
tide them over. In these circumstances, the giver needs a
sense of trust that they also may rely on other people if they
have a spot of bad luck. A community grows wherever there
is a sense of trust that people are looking out for each other,
hence "Strong in-group/out-group sense, Distrust strangers,
Group solidarity" and "Loyalty to the group."
Jane Jacobs proposed the Law of Intractable Systemic
Corruption, where a virtue in one moral syndrome becomes
a vice when applied in another moral syndrome. Table 1
compares the incompatible traits in the commercial and
guardian moral syndromes. In Systems of Survival, she identifies different types of corruption, moral dilemmas, positive
interactions, and examples of a virtue in one list becoming a
vice in the other. Virtues becoming vices include the following.
Commercial virtue corrupts guardians:
• An MBA type tries to improve the 'efficiency' of the
transit police in an eastern city by requiring an arrest
quota for the officers. The result is a scandal associated
with false arrests.
Guardian virtue corupts a trading system:
• Turf battles between departments within a company.
• Mafia call themselves businessmen yet use force — not
trade based on voluntary agreement. They are parasites.
•
Soviet Union — a state using fiat and force cannot make
wise decisions concerning trade. The Soviet system is
built on taking and was only spasmodically productive
through the application of force. Free trading was considered immoral.
Sharing virtue corrupts a guardian system:
•
"Promoting connections by gifts" becomes a vice in the
guardian world where it is a form of bribery.
Sharing virtue corrupts a commercial system:
•
''Deceive for the sake of harmony " becomes a vice in the
commercial world, where successful business leaders
need to know the facts, and not just attempt to smooth
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personal relations, if they are to make the necessary hardheaded business decisions.
6. Whether a cooperative system survives or not is a powerful
selection process for self-organizing a moral syndrome. The
virtues enhance the survival and well being of the system,
and the vices are destructive to the system. Over time, those
traits that help or hurt become identified and part of the
tradition.
7. Jane Jacobs says that in a civilization the guardian and commercial systems are in a symbiotic relationship. The trading
system provides the substance and wealth to keep civilized
life going, and the guardian system provides the order, control and protection to keep civilized society safe. The two
need each other. Jointly, the two systems can do what neither
can do alone. She suggests a definition of for civilization:
'A reasonably workable guardian-commercial symbiosis.' She says,
I used to think of government — meaning good government
— as the major force at work in the civilizing process. Now
I'm inclined to think of government as being essentially barbaric in its origins and forever susceptible to barbaric actions
and aims. But don't get me wrong. We need it. So now I see
government as being incapable, on its own of civilizing even
itself.
Some other civilizing agent must therefore be necessary.
This, I now think, is the guardian-commercial symbiosis that
combats force, fraud and unconscionable greed in commercial
life — and simultaneously impels guardians to respect private
plans, private property, and personal rights. Mutual support of
morally contradictory trading and taking; it tames both activities and their derivatives.18
She goes on to say that both moral systems need to be strong
within themselves for the symbiosis to function. Both are part
of the civilizing process.
8. I have added to the Jane Jacobs' civilization symbiosis the
sharing cooperative system. Sharing fosters a sense of
community. However, the stronger guardian and trading systems have an unequal relationship with the weaker sharing
system. The guardians need the sharing system to support
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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group solidarity, although a tyranny can force a grudging
compliance. The trading system can overwhelm a sharing
community. The trading system may take advantage of a
sharing traditions, e.g., in America the commercial exploitation of Christmas gift giving. In a civilization, the sharing
communities depend upon the trading system for their livelihood and on the guardians for protection. For unlike the early
small scale and largely self-sufficient societies, within a civilization, a sharing community can no longer do it alone.
Even those that would like to do it alone, such as the Amish,
depend upon trade with the outside world for essential supplies, and tools that they cannot make themselves, and the
guardian system of local and state governments to protect
them from banditry and commercial fraud.
9.

I suggest that early societies combined all three aspects of
sharing along with guardian and trading functions into a
reasonably coherent and robust whole. This is, I suggest, a
safe assumption given that anthropologists have found
smaller societies (before they are smashed by civilization) to
be remarkably coherent. For these societies, everything —
the mythology, social order, child rearing practices, conflict
resolution, ways of making a living —- works together.
Sharing and gift giving promotes a sense of community. A
sense of group harmony is fostered. I suggest that one of the
roles for a shaman is to reestablish a sense of harmony
between individuals and within an individual. If need be,
people will "Deceive for the sake of harmony." We call this
type of deception a white lie, if its function is to maintain
social harmony; whereas, lying to manipulate other people
for personal gain is considered a major offense. If the group
gets too big for either social or ecological reasons, or if rivalry between two individuals or families becomes disruptive,
then the group splits at least for the time being. The net result
of a society fissioning is that any attempt to establish a permanent hierarchy is broken up.

10. Impact of Civilization on Sharing Moral Ethos. When permanent villages are established either through fishing or agriPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2000
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culture, some type of hierarchy may grow. Still the sharing
ethos remains strong. Big Men in New Guinea and Northwest
Coast Indians with their Potlatches use sharing in the form of
big feasts as a way of gaining status.
Civilization, I propose, stretches and finally breaks the
sharing moral syndrome. It is easiest to see the differences
between a sharing moral system and the commercial moral
system. According to the anthropologist Robert Redfield, for
simple societies the work incentives are personal and noneconomic — survival, pleasure and status.19 In contrast, a
trading system fosters economic rationales for working —
comfort, convenience. And the industriousness needed to
make or collect goods so that one has something to trade with
in order to obtain what one needs or wants. The Big Man and
his group of workers work industriously, in order to give it all
away to gain status. Although this is a step towards civilization it is an extension of the sharing ethos, not a break from it.
Impact of Trade. As trade between specialists becomes
increasingly important, a society learns, I suggest, the full set
of commercial moral syndrome traits. An intermediate
step could be a redistributive economy, such as the temple
economies of early Sumer, where the sharing ethos appears
to have remained dominant. However, once cities emerged as
focal points for long distance trade, and once a class of independent merchants emerged, something new occurred, that, I
suggest, broke the sharing ethos. Merchants, operating as
middle persons in trading relationships, must save their
working capital if they are to survive. They cannot dribble it
away by sharing with whoever asks, or they will be out of
business. Such withholding is perceived as stinginess by
those still inside the sharing system. This need for merchants
to save working capital is a moral trait related to the 'Invest
for productive purposes' in Jane Jacobs' listing of the
Commercial Moral Syndrome.
The guardians, who continue to share the risk of defending society, use the non-sharing-ness of the merchants as one
way of claiming the moral high ground. Notice that in tradihttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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tional civilizations, where people are ranked by occupations,
such as the Hindu caste system, the guardians — priests, aristocrats and soldiers — have a higher social status than the
merchants. This low ranking of the commercial world, while
not as explicit, still exists today in the minds of many. I
believe Jane Jacobs' great insight was the realization that the
commercial world has a moral system of equal value. She
broke out of the thralldom of seeing the guardian, even idealistic guardians, as morally superior.
Impact of Guardians. With civilization, the guardian
system also breaks down the sharing ethos. The power of the
state overwhelms the previous importance of personal relations. In particular, I suggest, the guardian system breaks
the taboo on domination. A functioning inter-familial sharing
system depends upon willingness to give, which is based on
a sense of fairness. The hunter who makes a kill shares with
his group based on a traditional formula, in which he receives
his fair share, often the best part. The successful hunter also
gains status. If, however someone were to demand, through
domination, more than his fair share, the system would break
down. The sharing system can tolerate some inequality in
status, such as with the Northwest Coast Indians, who
depended on hunting and fishing for survival, and the chief's
share was greater than the others. The chief then redistributed
part of his share. This system was still personal.
In small sharing-ethos societies, leadership is part time,
and war leaders are temporary and do not assume positions
of permanent power. However, it appears with the earliest
civilizations that the war leaders did seize permanent power.
In Sumer, for example, war leaders remaining in power after
the war was over became kings. Although seizing power
breaks the equality aspect of the inter-family sharing system,
the war leaders could claim, as an excuse, that they were
sharing the risk of defending society, and also that as well as
they were establishing order against the threat of chaos.
The small-scale sharing systems survive in communities
of primarily kinfolk. Such communities value kinship and
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distrust strangers. But a guardian system requires loyalty to
more than kin. If nothing else, loyalty to the ruler. Or if a subordinate within a hierarchy, then obedience to one's superior,
which functionally means loyalty to the guardian system and
potentially not to one's kin or friends.
11. The fact that there are at least three components to the civilization symbiosis increases the dynamic potential. A single
moral system is static. Religious and ideological groups that
desire certainty may try in their minds to believe and enforce
a single morality. However, since no one moral system can
encompass all of human civilized life, such religions may end
up with a dyadic moral system, good and bad. As R. Rucker
puts it, "A dyad is basically a static grouping of concepts —
sort of a frozen tug of war."20 In contrast, with three cooperative systems and their associated moral syndromes interacting, a more dynamic system is possible, and new cultural
inventions can develop.
12. With three moral syndromes combinations are possible. Jane
Jacobs points out that two institutions of great value to ourselves, science and democracy, initially developed in a commercial culture (Ancient Greece) and not in guardian cultures
(e.g., Ancient Egypt, or China). And both flowered
again in the commercial culture of northwest Europe. Both
science and democracy require honesty and trust, which are
commercial virtues, and they both wither under regimes of
exclusiveness, secrecy, and obedience to authority, which are
guardian virtues.21 Moreover, both include the ethos of the
sharing moral syndrome. Science grows to the extent that
ideas and data are shared. Democracy depends on citizens
with a sense of be longing to and maintaining a political system, that is shared by and transcends the various factions (or
at least the more powerful of the various factions). Democracy has the egalitarian thrust of the sharing moral syndrome, in that all citizens (the definition changes over time)
have an equal vote and are equal before the law.
13. To be civilized is an ideal, not a static state of being. I suggest that to be civilized is to recognize, at least implicitly,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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this larger system of symbiotic relationships — that we all
need the whole of the multi-part system, that we cannot do it
alone, that we are interdependent. Within the context of the
theory of cooperative systems, the symbiosis between the
guardian, trading and sharing systems can be seen as a
higher level interdependent system pulling together the three.
Is there a moral trait associated with this overarching interdependent system? Yes, I think there is. It is restraint.
Whether they like it or not, the two systems know that they
have to live together. A civilized guardian does not kill the
goose that lays the golden egg. In contrast, a barbarian warlord might destroy or greatly damage the trading system that
is the source of the wealth of the society.22
Interdependent Specialists and Microcosm/Macrocosm
So far we have discussed phenomena associated with interdependence, but there is another way to look at interdependent
specialists. Namely, specialists are individual persons. Each person grows up within a culture that includes, among other things,
language, world view, artistic styles, and intellectual tools used to
help cope with the world. These all help structure our minds. I
suggest that there is a strong relationship between an individual's
mind and psyche and the world view of his or her civilization —
between the microcosm and macrocosm as it were.
Geometric Organization. The microcosm/macrocosm relationship first becomes apparent at the very beginning of full-time
specialization as a significant phenomenon. In this I follow
Joseph Campbell, who proposed an explanation for the change in
iconography in the first towns in Mesopotamia (c. 4500 b.c.e.)
with the painted ceramics of the Halaf and Samarra styles. For
the first time we see not isolated designs (e.g. dots and meanders), nor overlapping designs, as with the cave paintings, but
tastefully geometrically organized mandalas and geometric
designs that are fused into an aesthetic whole. This is not to say
that the art of these Mesopotamian towns is superior to the cave
paintings; rather, there is a different emphasis on geometric organization rather than representation. Campbell suggests a linkage
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between specialization and this geometric organization within a
closed field.
[Among] hunting peoples the young adult male, or even the
normal youngster of ten or twelve, is a more or less competent
master of the entire technological inheritance of his culture. . .
[In] the camps of hunters the community was constituted of a
group of practically equivalent individuals, each in adequate
control of the whole inheritance. . .[whereas] in the larger,
more differentiated communities that developed when agriculture and stock breeding had made for a set-tied, more richly
articulated social structure, adulthood consisted in acquiring,
first a certain special art or skill, and then, the ability to support or sustain the resultant tension — a psychological and
sociological tension — between oneself (as merely a fraction
of the whole) and others of totally different training, powers,
and ideals, who constituted the other necessary organs of the
body social.
The problem of existing as a mere fraction instead of as a
whole imposes certain stresses on the psyche which no primitive hunter ever had to endure, and consequently the symbols
giving structure and support to the . . . hunter's psychological
balance were radically different from those that rose with the
. . .High Neolithic [settlements]..23
In other words, Campbell is suggesting a relationship
between the art style of a people and their need for wholeness. Notice that the arrival of geometrically organized art
occurs not with the beginning of agriculture and settled villages, as such, but later with the beginning of towns, when
true full-time specialization was taking place. This suggests
that the organized geometric art provided a symbolical
wholeness and completeness for these specialists, who were
not complete in and of themselves.
World Systems and Civilization Studies
Many of the authors in the Spring 1994 issue of Comparative
Civilizations Review (CCR) on world system and civilization theories felt that the concepts of world systems and civilization were
close and complementary. Moreover, there was some general
agreement that any differences between the world systems and
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civilizational approaches had to do with perspective. As
Wilkinson puts it, "Civilizationalists . . . tend . . . to interest themselves more in the cultural aspects of a society than in the political, and more in the political than in the economic; world-systemists tend oppositely."24
I propose that both world systems and civilizations have the
same root, and that the interdependent specialist approach can
construct either viewpoint. Immanuel Wallerstein founded worldsystems analysis, based on a concern for the appropriate unit of
analysis. "The assumption is that the appropriate unit of analysis
is a world-system, by which I at least originally meant something
other that the modern nation-state, something larger that this
nation-state, and something that was defined by the boundaries of
an effective, on-going division of labor" [emphasis added].25
Division of labor is, of course, another way to say specialized.
So what does the forms-and-patterns-associated-with-interdependent-specialists approach bring to this debate? First, I suggest, that interdependent specialists are the atoms out of which
both world systems and civilizations are constructed. Second, by
starting with these atoms, instead of starting with the whole, we
stand a better chance of avoiding the danger of reification. Third,
these atoms form structures and systems that are the stuff of the
social sciences. Specialists, usually in the form of larger economic units (households, estates, companies and corporations)
trade with one another creating markets and trading networks —
the stuff of economics. Specialists live in a society and form
interdependent cooperative and competitive structures and institutions — the stuff of sociology. Specialists live in a culture —
the stuff of cultural anthropology. Guardian specialists participate
in among other things governments, states and other institutions,
and guardian structures have internal dynamics (the stuff of politics) and external dynamics with one another (the stuff of
International Relations). This suggests that intra-guardian and
inter-guardian process/structure dynamics have existed since the
founding of the first state, and so in this respect all civilizations
are philosophically equivalent.
A world system/civilization as defined by Wilkinson is a
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closed transactional network of cities.26 This is congruent with
the definition of civilization proposed in this paper, as web of
interdependent specialists. Except that the interdependent specialist approach, also includes the individual is always included
as part of the picture; consequently, the cultural, world view and
moral aspects of human existence are also included in our understanding of civilization.
Stage Theory?
Are there inherent stages in the growth, development or evolution of civilization? When I first started to grapple with the specialization-of-individuals approach, I tried to force it into a stage
theory. Namely that each civilization had to go through a set of
stages in a fixed order. I now no longer believe there is a necessary fixed order in the growth and development of civilization.
This is not to say that the growth is haphazard, since there appear
to be some key steps, such as the advent of cities. What has
changed is that I no longer think these steps have to be in any particular order. We have to ask, is this step absolutely necessary? Is
there something essential in this step that makes it necessary? If
this step were not to occur, would this preclude other components
of civilization from emerging?
In particular, the evidence from £atal Hiiyiik (c. 6250-5400
b.c.e.) shows that it is possible to obtain an urban center with a
focus on manufacturing and trade, prior to full blown agriculture,
and with a seemingly non-hierarchical and egalitarian ethos.
Civilization or Civilizations
Civilization, when viewed as the forms and patterns created
by, supportive of and associated with interdependent specialists
and appears to have many layers as new types of interdependenc e s evolve, as new niches are exploited. Although the different
layers developed at different times, nevertheless, they should not
be viewed as distinct stratographic layers, because the layers
interact, forming webs. From the outside such a web may appear
hodgepodge, lacking coherence. Civilization when viewed at the
largest scale becomes David Wilkinson's transactional network
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol43/iss43/4
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of cities. Wilkinson's focus on the economic and political interactions between cities leads inevitably to his Central Civilization,
that grows as each of the earlier civilizations come into significant contact with each other. (Wilkinson's Central Civilization
began when the Egyptian and Mesopotamian Civilizations began
significant interaction about 1500 b.c.e., and has grown so that
today it encompasses the entire world.)
Within any particular region, however, coherence grows and
supports interdependence. As Toynbee noted later in his career,
there are times when the growth of civilization leads to integration, and times when it leads to differentiation. The debate within the civilizationalist camp has to do with coherence. 27 1 suggest
that the growth of a cultural coherence can occur via trade —
trading cities tend to be more cosmopolitan, and potentially pull
in different peoples and ideas that can cross pollinate, leading to
creative spurts as with the Greeks and Athens. It can also occur
via the growth of empire, where one people conquers another, as
with the Romans. It can occur via the expansion of a religion, as
first Hinduism, then Buddhism, then Islam expanded in Southeast
Asia. It can occur via expansion of population as the Chinese
peasants have expanded along river valleys and slowly through
interaction brought into Chinese civilization the various other
peoples. This growth of coherence matches Ben Nelson's definition of a Civilizational Complex as:
The governing cultural heritages that constitute the accepted
milieus of two + n societies, territories, or areas which generally enjoy or have enjoyed a certain proximity, [including language] patterns of recprocities including juridical rules; the
fundamental canons governing the decision-matrices in the
spheres of opinion and act; the taken-for-granted structures of
consciousness. . ,28
So, is civilization singular or plural? The proposed approach
says both. The web of interdependence has many components
and layers. It appears singular when viewing long distance tendrils or viewing civilization as a process where new inventions,
both technological and socio-cultural are added to the existing
fabric and diffused between cultures. It appears plural when looking at worldviews. Despite all the current trade and interactions,
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the way the Chinese view the world and form social networks
remains distinctly different from the way Western Europeans
think and interact. At this level the two civilizations remain distinct.
I see civilization as a sort of smudgy phenomenon. If an
urban culture growing isolated from other cultures is faced with
a problem that other urban cultures have faced, it may discover its
own approach. A most striking example is the different response
of China, India, Persia and the Greeks to the Axial Age, producing radically different worldviews. I suggest, as discussed above
under microcosm/macrocosm, that it is at the world view level
(more than one culture may share a world view) that the coherence of separate civilizations can be distinguished. As I see it,
coherence concerns core issues.
From the perspective of the interdependent specialist
approach, I suggest at least three core issues: 1) some agreement
or acceptance of the legitimacy of the hierarchical arrangement of
the guardians; 2) religious, philosophical, cosmological and/or
transcendent values/worldviews needed for the individual to feel
whole in a complex culture where they are not complete in and of
themselves; and 3) maintenance of a personal sharing community in the face of impersonal and potentially overwhelming forces
of the trading system and the power of the guardian hierarchy. I
suggest that the coherence of a civilization grows as these core
issues are addressed.
Conclusion
Over the years, there have been a number of different
approaches to, the definitions of, and subsequent analysis of civilization. Each approach points to some aspect of the phenomenon we call civilization. I suggest that the interdependent specialist approach is able to integrate these various approaches, and
so see the various aspects of civilization as part of a whole.
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NOTES
1. Some comparativists prefer 'cultural area.'
2. By this definition an ant, bee or termite colony is a sort of a civilization, with
their genetically determined interdependent full-time specialized workers, soldiers, drones and queens. Such social insects are highly successful. Human civilization, the subject of this paper, is also highly successful, and, of course,
much richer with our creative intelligence, or symbolic and syntactic language,
our technology, our subjective consciousness, etc.
3. V. Gordon Childe, Man Makes Himself.
4. Arnold Toynebee, A Study of History, Vol. XII, Reconsiderations (1961) 271287, "defined 'civilization' as a state of society in which a minority of the
population is liberated from economic activities..." from David Wilkinson in
"Civilizations are World Systems,' CCR, Spring 1994, 30:60.
5. Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), The myth of the machine: Technics and Human
Development, Vol. I (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1966-1967) viewing the pyramids at Giza saw that "the mechanization of men had long preceded the mechanization of their working instruments" (p 190). He called civilization a megamachine. The king as a god or as a representative of the gods was
able to organize human society through hierarchical order into a labor machine
with specialized functions. Writing was the a invention for the operation of a
megamachine to keep accountability of large numbers of people.
6. The computer is a parallel example of an invention that is currently creating
an explosive growth in the number and types of specialists, as well as creating
new webs of interdependence.
7. "The net effect of successful borrowing and adaptation was to increase
human wealth and power by enlarging our niche in the ecosystem. This, in fact,
is, and always has been, the central phenomenon in human history." William
McNeil, 'Decline of the West?' review of Samual P. Huntington's, The Clash of
Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order, in The New York Review of
Books, 1/9/97. P. 21.
8. Thomas Hall estimates 10,000 years ago there were 100,000 different small
autonomous bands, 'The case for a world-systems approach to civilizations: a
view from the transformationist camp, 'CCR. Spring 1994, 30:39
9. Elman R. Service, Origins of the State and Civilization: The Process of
Cultural Evolution, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1975), 16, 75-79, 124.
10. The common usage for symbiosis is of a cooperative relationship between
two species. But ecologists make a finer distinction. A symbiosis is two or
(three) species in close association, and not necessarily cooperating. There are
three types of symbioses: parasite (one gains at expense of the other); commensalism (one gains not at expense of the other but rather just lives closely with
the other, such as an orchid growing on a tree); and mutualism (both benefit).
11. Jane Jacobs, Systems of Survival: Dialog on the Moral Foundations of
Commerce and Politics, (New York: Vintage Books, 1992).
12. Henri Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods: A Study of Ancient Near Eastern
Religion and the Integration of Society and Nature, (Chicago, U. of Chicago
Press, 1948, 1978), 9.
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13. Hannah Breece, A School Teacher in Old Alaska: the Story of Hannah
Breece, Jane Jacobs, Ed., (NY: Vintage Books, 1997).
14. Jacobs, Systems, 25, 197.
15. Jacobs, Systems, 211.
16. Andrew Bard Schmookler, The Parable of the Tribes: The Problem of Power
in Social Evolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), describes
how peaceful societies when confronted with more war-like societies must also
become more power-oriented and war-like if they are to survive.
17. Of course, whistle blowing can only effectively occur in a society with a free
press, and a strong commercial sector that values honesty.
18. Jacobs, Systems, 214.
19. Robert Redfield, The Primitive World and Its Transformation, (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1953).
20. Rudy Rucker, Mind Tools: The Five Levels of Mathematical
Reality,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987), 16.
21. Jacobs, Systems, 44-47.
22. Damaging trading systems is not the province solely of barbarians. History
has many examples of misguided policies by civilized and even highly idealistic guardians damaging trading systems.
23. Joseph Campbell, The Flight of the Wild Gander: Explorations in the
Mythological Dimension, (New York: Viking, 1969), p. 141-144.
24. David Wilkinson, 'Civilizations are World Systems,'
Comparative
Civilizations Review, 30, Spring 1994, p. 59.
25. Immanuel Wallerstein, 'Hold the tiller firm: on method and the unit of
analysis,' Comparative Civilization Review, 30, Spring 1994, p. 72.
26. Wilkinson, p. 61.
27. Civilization as coherent culture definitions include: a coherent macro-culture. and John Hord's definitions of the core of a civilization as a Formal
Knowledge System (typically a religion). On the other side is Sorokin who did
not see the coherence but rather "a cultural field where a multitude of vast
and small cultural systems and congeries-partly mutually harmonious,
partly neutral, partly contradictory-coexist." Wilkinson, p. 65
28. Benjamin Nelson, On Road to Modernity: Conscience, Science, and
Civilizations, Selected Writings by Benjamin Nelson, Ed. Toby E. Huff,
(Totowa, NJ: Rowman and Littlefield, 1981), 84-4.
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